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Hanford’s Riding Policy
1.

INTRODUCTION

Hanford is famous for its ponies and riding is an essential part of the spirit of the school. Riding is
an extra but almost all girls will ride - many for the first time - and the girls love to spend time in
the stables or to take part in early morning catching. We believe that as well as being fun, riding
helps build a child's confidence.

2.

FLEXIBILITY

It is important to remember that success in riding comes from matching pony and rider and that
this needs to take account of a range of factors which change from day to day. As a result, the
riding team keep the timetable flexible when deciding who will ride on a given day so that they
can take account of, inter alia, the temperament of the ponies, the weather, the ground and the
health, ability and other commitments of the girls. This may mean that girls will not necessarily
get a ride each week.
All the same, the girls should get at least 1 ride for each week of term (taking into account coach
weekends and half-term holidays). If this is not possible, however, then we will try to make up for
it in subsequent terms.

3.

PROGRESSION

In terms of progression, each girl will have their own goals: some will simply be happy to be
sitting on a pony; others will want to press ahead with jumping. Given the increased demands of
advanced riding in terms of the availability of a suitable mount, it is not always going to be
possible for girls to do this each time they go out.

4.

ADDITIONAL RIDES

It should be noted that some girls contribute significantly to the success of riding at the school,
whether through regularly helping with catching or mucking out the stables or helping the less
experienced riders. As a reward, they may be given the opportunity for additional rides. Similarly,
girls who are in at weekends may be given the opportunity for additional schooling in particular
disciplines.

5.

REQUIRED EQUIPMENT

If a girl wishes to ride at Hanford, then she will need suitable clothing (as per the school’s clothes
list) and protective equipment, including:
•

riding hat (recommended by BHS: PASO15, EN1384 & ASTMF1163) and
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•

suitable back protector (if jumping / riding cross-country)

6.

PONIES AT HANFORD

Key criteria
The possibility of keeping your pony at Hanford depends on the following criteria:
•

Is there any room at the moment?

•

Is your particular pony fit for a group of children who need a pony of that type?

•

Is it able to live out at grass? We do restrict the grazing because the grass in this valley is
naturally very rich. We do use electric fences to keep them in small, safe groups.

•

All ponies must be capable of being ridden by most of the children and the child owner must
not mind it being ridden by others.

Ponies have to be licensed by the county. They have to be passed by their vet and passed as
suitable and safe for the children. This examination takes place in the Autumn Term and involves
inspection of all animals, their tack and our premises.
If we find that a pony has some quirk or disability or a temperament that makes it doubtful on
‘out’ rides on the hill, it cannot stay at Hanford.
All incoming ponies will go through an ‘on-boarding’ inspection prior to the completion of
paperwork to confirm any restrictions or existing health issues.

Pony keep
•

The ponies are kept out at grass. They are caught in by the children in the morning and have a
small feed as required by the time of year. They have hay at times of the year when needed.

•

We do not immunise our ponies, but they are regularly wormed and shod.

•

Shoeing is the only expense for the owner unless the pony requires extra food or vitamins or
veterinary attention.

The ponies are insured, third party only, under the School’s policy, but otherwise for fire, lightning
and explosion only.

7.

HEALTH AND SAFETY

Riding is a potentially hazardous activity. The safety of the girls and the welfare of the ponies is of
paramount importance - and the riding team reserve the right to make any changes to the riding
where in their opinion either is jeopardised.
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8.

INSURANCE

Further details of the school’s insurance policy in connection with ponies and riding may be
obtained from the school office.

8.

COMPLAINTS

We hope that parents and girls will be happy with these arrangements. If they are not satisfied,
however, then they should, in the first instance, speak to a member of the riding team. If this does
not resolve the issue, then they should speak to the headmaster. A formal complaints procedure is
available on request.

_______________________________________________________________________________________
Form to be signed by parents of girls whose ponies are coming to Hanford:

•

I have reviewed Paragraph 6 of the school’s riding policy and agree to be bound by its terms.

•

I recognise that if the pony is reasonably deemed by the riding staff at Hanford, not to meet the
key criteria set out in paragraph 6 then it will not be able to remain at Hanford.

Signed:…………………………………………………….

Dated………………………………………………………
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